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Abstract— The widespread popularity of videos, images, documents available in the internet have led to the demand for automatic annotations, indexing, construction of videos and many other applications. In order to implement these demands, text is a major cause of information which requires detection, localization, tracking and recognition process. Nevertheless, text variation owing to font-size, font-style, direction, occlusion, poor resolution makes automatic text extraction more challenging. Thus, video pre-processing plays a vital role before detecting and recognizing the text. This paper emphasizes on survey for different detection and recognition methods, feature descriptors, datasets, and performance and evaluation process from diverse publications. Traditional methods like connected components, region based, texture based, Neural Networks, OCR have been reviewed. Among which Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER), Convolution Neural Networks (CNN) are effective and efficient feature descriptors in spotting the text. However, this paper shows comparative study of ubiquitous features descriptors along with their dependant parameters which declines the performance of recognizing the video text. Converesely, hybrid methods and CNN techniques have done magnificent work to achieve text spotting in scene images on different datasets like ICDAR, ImageNet, and CIFAR10 etc. However, ICDAR 2013/15 is specially prepared to challenge the different datasets like ICDAR, ImageNet, and CIFAR10 etc. It has been observed that text spotting in video is much more difficult as it will be in same font size, lighting, texture etc.; but detecting scene text is a challenging with varying orientation, font, color. Many studies have done on detecting caption text in natural scene imageries and video, but very rare work has done on both the texts. [1] Comprehensively contemlpatated a numerous technique for detecting and extricating the text from videos or images. [2] Delivered the structure for detecting multi-oriented text from video by using spatio-temporal data, respectively. [3] Provided a robust method for detecting text. They have used MSER pruning to extract character image patches which are collected into candidate text by single link clustering algorithm. Although many text detection methods are proposed and implemented for indexing and annotations, there are many other applications like supermarket automation, merchandise movement, licence plate recognition etc. These are useful for the society in terms of efficiency and speed in processing the things. Text Detection gives raise to many applications, but video-based text detection is a challenging task where it requires following stages: text tracking, detection, localization, and recognition. In the literature, many methodologies have been proposed in terms of text localisation, which targets to determine the position of the text. The process of detection is utilized to decide whether any text is present or not. Text recognition is used to classify the text from non-text. Enhancement process can be encompassed to improve the resolution prior to recognition. However, applying fusion techniques to improve the resolution prior to recognition will lead to high efficiency and accuracy. Previous work on text detection in video using fusion techniques had been proposed, but still need improvement which increases the recall and precision. [18] Proposed an innovative approach which combines Laplace operator by high frequency high band wavelet across multi-level fusion to recognize candidate text. They have also used MSER with SWT to preserve fine details of text candidates. Once images are fused, they are fed to machine to classify the text in the appropriate group. Commercial OCR products are successful in detecting the text from document image but not well on video text. The principal goal of text

1. INTRODUCTION

With the increase in adulation of smart phones, computers, other smart machines which allow uploading billions of videos and hours and hours of streaming, made people to watch lots of videos of their interest. With this, finding the appropriate video of interest becomes a challenging research work. Traditionally, manual tagging was used to annotate the video for searching and indexing. This traditional approach could not able to find the video significantly and it is time taking process to tags. Many research was went on this to find the state-of-the-art model to find the text from video for tagging purpose. Text in image or video comprises of crucial data and utilized in numerous content-based imagery and visual applications. Text varies in font, size, orientation, lighting, background, texture, which makes more difficult to detect in video. Literature divides text into duplet, graphics text and scene text. Graphics text is also named as artificial text or caption text which included in the video. Generally, many news channels are having scrolling of text, which is added to the natural scene. Scene text is the natural text which comes with the scenes, like number plates, house numbers, boarding’s, text on the shirt, etc.; Detecting caption text is not difficult as it will be in same font size, lighting, texture etc.; but detecting scene text is a challenging with varying orientation, font, color. Many studies have done on detecting caption text in natural scene imageries and video, but very rare work has done on both the texts. [1] Comprehensively contemplated a numerous technique for detecting and extricating the text from videos or images. [2] Delivered the structure for detecting multi-oriented text from video by using spatio-temporal data, respectively. [3] Provided a robust method for detecting text. They have used MSER pruning to extract character image patches which are collected into candidate text by single link clustering algorithm. Although many text detection methods are proposed and implemented for indexing and annotations, there are many other applications like supermarket automation, merchandise movement, licence plate recognition etc. These are useful for the society in terms of efficiency and speed in processing the things. Text Detection gives raise to many applications, but video-based text detection is a challenging task where it requires following stages: text tracking, detection, localization, and recognition. In the literature, many methodologies have been proposed in terms of text localisation, which targets to determine the position of the text. The process of detection is utilized to decide whether any text is present or not. Text recognition is used to classify the text from non-text. Enhancement process can be encompassed to improve the resolution prior to recognition. However, applying fusion techniques to improve the resolution prior to recognition will lead to high efficiency and accuracy. Previous work on text detection in video using fusion techniques had been proposed, but still need improvement which increases the recall and precision. [18] Proposed an innovative approach which combines Laplace operator by high frequency high band wavelet across multi-level fusion to recognize candidate text. They have also used MSER with SWT to preserve fine details of text candidates. Once images are fused, they are fed to machine to classify the text in the appropriate group. Commercial OCR products are successful in detecting the text from document image but not well on video text. The principal goal of text
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discovery, detection and recognition is indispensable for an endwise system.

\[ m(d) = n(G(e)) \]

‘d’ is a location of an imagery pixel and G(e) is pixel value. There are many other used operators [60, 24], where relevant statistics like minimal, maximal and the average values of intensity is calculated to crop the relevant image region.

b. Neighbourhood operators

It is used to remove noises and sharps the image details. Linear filter is the most frequently used operator in which the value of pixel of output is a linear arrangement of the values of the input pixel’s neighbourhood.

\[ N(p, q) = \sum F(p - r, q - s) * m(r, s) \]

Whereas, m(r, s) is known as weight mask, r, s defines range of neighbours. [47] Describes about the types of filters available to smooth the image. Average filter is a simplest filter which performs mean on all the values of the pixel in a C*C window. It is also used to reduce the distortion or blur. There is another filter called as Median filter used for smoothing. It picks the middle value from the neighbourhood as the outcome for each pixel. The main intent of sharpening is to high-point the information in a frame. Below is the difference of the equation for 1st order derivative of 1D function f'(x).

\[ \frac{\partial f'}{\partial x} = f'(x+1) - f'(x) \]

Roberts proposed commonly used differential operator [61] as

\[ G_1 = (z_0 - z_3) \]
\[ G_2 = (z_9 - z_6) \]

It is calculated as,

\[ \nabla f = |z_9 - z_6| + |z_6 - z_3| \]

Which is a Gradient Approximation

Another frequently used operator is Sobel operator for first-order [25]. It uses the values of absolute at point z_5 with a kernel of 3*3 for gradient approximation. It follows as:

\[ \nabla f = |(z_7 + 2z_8 + z_9) - (z_1 + 2z_2 + z_3)| + |(z_3 + 2z_6 + z_9) - (z_1 + 2z_4 + z_7)| \]

For video frame processing, the difference between pixels can be calculated as

\[ \frac{\partial f''}{\partial x} = f'(x+1) + f'(x-1) - 2 f'(x) \]

called the **Laplacian filter**. Below are the outcomes of all three types of operators shown in Fig. 2.2, respectively.
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Sobel Operates

Laplacian Operators
c. Other operators

There are other operators like Morphological [26] which facilitates the video text detection or OCR by changing the nature of an underlying object. Color-based pre-processing mainly focus on conversion of RGB to grayscale representation.

\[
\text{gray} = \max (R, G, B) + \min (R, G, B) / 2
\]

Hasan and Karam [25] presented the a color input image by RGB components for text extraction.

\[
\text{gray} = 0.299R + 0.587G + 0.114B
\]

After color transformation, few regions of text which are eminent in color imagery come to be challenging to be detected in gray-level imagery. In order to resolve this problematic issue, [26] used homogeneous intensity of text areas under imageries. Texture analysis observes that text regions commonly have prominent Textura attributes from their backgrounds. Accordingly, spatial variance [27] along each parallel line is used to discriminate the background from text areas.

d. Motion Analysis

As a pre-processing procedure, motion vector analysis is believed to support for text detection in visual from temporal frames. [48] Present a solution for robotic text extraction for digital audio-visual build on movement analysis. [29] Used optical flow technique for motion analysis to exploit the temporal redundancy for text extraction for the same frame.

3. FUNDAMENTAL APPROACHES FOR TEXT SPOTTING

3.1 Text Detection Techniques

The objective of text detection is to localize the text in each video frame and draw a bounding box around the text. It localizes text components and clusters into candidate text regions.

3.1.1 Methods

Prevailing approaches for text detection from scenes can be classified into following: Connected components, sliding region-based techniques and hybrid methods.

Connected Component (CC) based systems extract character candidates from video frame by connected component analysis followed by assembling candidates into text. They are good for imageries with great contrast and plain background. Text in video cannot be detected with CC because of poor resolution and reformatted background. This can be applied on caption text. The features used are color, edges, strokes and texture.

Sliding window-based approach is also termed as region-based techniques. It slides the small window or kernel or mask on video frame to search for possible text. Later machine learning procedures are applied to detect texts. These procedures are time consuming as the imageries must get processed in diverse scales. It utilizes many features like edge, texture, gradients and other correlated region characteristics to discriminate between text and non-text. These approaches are fast, overcome poor contrast problems, however, when the background is complex, they produce many false positives.

Texture based methods work well for complex backgrounds. It uses several methods like Gabor filter, FFT, spatio-variance, WT (wavelet transforms) or process of multiple channels for computing the chunks with texture. Then and there, the chunks are fed to the classifier to categorise text from non-text. These methods tend to be unsuccessful when text-like texture appears in the background.

Hybrid method makes use of two or methods to detect text, like Phan exploits region sensor to spot text and removes characters by connected graph components by local binarization process, non-characters are abolished with CRFs model. [4] Proposed object recognition-based methods which extracts features from the region and then use convolution neural network classifier for recognition of text. [5] Provided a novel framework for detecting text by taking benefit of both sliding window based and MSERs methods. Moreover, convolution NN is pragmatic to separate the networks of various characters components.
text strokes thickness to detect the text. But SWT can detect horizontal text, gives more false positives. Non-text will not be detected, whereas MSER provides robustness to symmetrical and radiance conditions.

[31, 32] proposed combination of Laplace operator and Fourier transform approach for multi-oriented text detection from video to enhance low contrast texts and K-means for obtaining text candidates. Concept of skeleton is utilized for segmentation of text outlines grounded on final and intersection points. Still, this tactic gives low precision due to determination of exact end and junction points. Li et al. suggested the amalgamation of wavelet moments. This approach is noble for horizontal text.

[46] Contributed architecture for detecting and classifying the text into character case-sensitive, insensitive and bigram with convolution neural network classifier. They also used mining to mine and annotate the text and later CNN for classification, which slowed down the detection process. [6] Projected a technique to detect text based on character and link energies. Every two adjacent characters, in this approach, are coupled by a linkage. It is called as text unit. But this process is not suitable for languages in which several characters in a word are not associated together. [7] Surveyed many techniques and analysed, compared scientific challenges, procedures and the performance of text discovery and recognition in colour picture. [8] Provided system with endwise, which associates lexicon using modules of discovery or recognition by post processing methods together with non-maximal suppression and beam search.

[9] Surveyed many papers and classified into methods based on edge, texture, connected components, stroke width transforms, MSER for text detection and localization and algorithms for text enhancement as well as segmentation. They have also mentioned that there is no unique method which can satisfy all the cases, because, scene text varies in typefaces, radiance, haze, distortions. [11] Used fast and robust text detection method which finds all possible text lines in an image. They have used wavelet feature in locating candidate pixels and region growing system to link candidate pixels to form a region. [12] Proposed a fusion based text detection and localization for video image where it involves fusion of various edge-based method which works in bottom up fashion. This proposed method does not work on complex background.

[13] Used an Extremal Regions (ERs) for detecting a character in a scene image. ERs are sturdy to illumination, blur, texture variation, color and poor contrast. Robustness of this method is validated by false positives triggered through watermark text in the dataset against noise and poor contrast character.

[14] Proposed a shot segmentation for video indexing. They have divided text extraction problem into three key tasks— text discovery, localization and subdivision. This proposed algorithm, and maximum stroke width and minimum difference with background cannot detect very small fonts.

3.1.2 Attributes

**Color features.** Generally, text in video will be in consistent color unless it is scene text. Because scene text comes with the video, whereas, artificial text is added. It is easy to spot artificial text with similar color feature and contrast with the background. This feature is used to localize text [36, 40, 61]. It is efficient in localizing the text even though the color is sensitive to multi-colored typescripts and irregular illumination. [52] Used clustering algorithm to attain connected components with similar color. [56] Obtained layers of color to progress the complex background for robustness by using mean-shift algorithm. [39] Used k-means algorithm to perform text extraction in the HSV color space. [41] Proposed Mixture of Gaussians model in RGB, intensity and Hue networks for text localization.

**Structural features.** Edges are reliable feature for text detection. In [19], edge is used for comparison between frames for similarity check. The frames are similar when the inter frame space difference is high and stroke for one frame and reject all the remaining frames.

**Textura features.** Dense characters are considered as texture. It includes Fourier Transformations, DCT, Wavelet, and HOG have been used to localize text. Texture attributes are effective in spotting dense characters.

**Stroke Width Transform.** It is a resident imagery operator that calculates the breadth of the most probable stroke containing pixel. It produces a map, where each component resembles to the pixel’s stroke width value. In [8], strokes are considered as a characteristic, because text and non-text contains strokes with approximately constant thickness which results two parallel sets of edge in their frontiers. Similarly, in [4], gradient direction is used to regularize the input frame’s edge map, causing in removing the undesirable elements.

**MSERs.** It has been widely explored in [5, 6]. It has been perceived that text elements usually have substantial color disparity with backgrounds and incline to form homogenous color areas. This algorithm which adaptively spots stable color areas provides a feasible result for localizing text. [6], Contributed model of deep learning to challenge two key issues of existing MSERs techniques for text detection, enables the structure with strong robustness and high discriminative ability to differentiate text from huge amount of non-text elements.

**SIFT.** These features will not change with object position, orientation, scaling, illumination, noise/blur, and viewpoint.

**SURF (Speed-Up Robust Features).** It is another descriptor which is mostly used for features. This algorithm is grounded on theory of multi-scale space and feature detection. Feature detector is implemented by Hessian matrix. It performs well and display accurate results. Among the descriptors, SIFT is noble in performance.

**Neural Networks** [10, 57, 44, 59] have proved that feature learning which learns features from data is more effective in scene text. [10] Used SVM to classify features learned by unsupervised learning with a large filter size of 8x8 for the first layer. They have shown that more learning features could lead to better performance. [7] Have improved the system with convolution neural networks (CNNs) by using more training data and sharing features among case-sensitive, case-insensitive and bigram classifiers.
3.2 Tracking of Text in Video

In order to understand the visual content, spatio-temporal and multiple frame amalgamation analysis is immense strategies. Compared to imageries, the dependencies among adjacent frames of visual is beneficial in ameliorating discovery and recognition of text. In [3], spatio-temporal data obtained from various frames, tracking of text, tracking-based discovery and recognition approaches are expansively contemplated and emphasized.

The main task of tracing is to continually locate text across manifold dynamic visual frames. It is useful for verifying, integrating, enhancing text in video for detection and recognition process. [30] Proposed an evaluation strategy which improves gradually. They initially tracked the text by using the Sum of Square Difference (SSD) based matching. Apart from these, [3] have projected many other strategies like Mean Square Error (MSE), Least Mean Square Error (LMSE), and SAD (Sum of Absolute Difference) to diminish the complexity.

3.3 Text Extraction and Segmentation Techniques

Extraction of text is the process of segmenting components of text from background. Later, enhancement of text elements is done to avoid low-resolution and noise. The main intent of segmentation is, to segregate imagery to separate interest regions (video texts). Two approaches, namely, bottom-up approach and top-down approach segments each image into multiple separated regions. The former uses appropriate threshold to translate grayscale imagery to black & white imagery. But, selection of proper threshold value will be a difficult task. Histogram based methods are bottom-up method which computes a histogram by taking all the pixels in the image. Later, in the histogram, spotted peaks and valleys are used to find the groups in the imagery to perform segmentation. But the problem is from the histogram the single threshold value which is attained will lead to depletion of entity information in contrast to binarization of backgrounds. Below is the figure (Fig. 3) which lost the text after applying Otsu’s method [45]:

![Fig. 3: histogram based image binarization](image)

In [4], each text candidate is treated as cluster to excerpt full text line. Then, all clusters are grouped which represents text candidates. They have used Directional Region Grouping which discovers the direction of text clusters and assembles the nearest neighbour clusters. DRG works fine for any direction of text lines.

[5] Have used MSER algorithm to extract character candidates where most of the candidates which are not characters are minimized by pruning algorithm for MSERs. Non-text regions are abolished by linear reduction and tree accumulation algorithm using the procedure of minimal regularized variants. In [19], hybrid method is used, one is sliding window based method and another is CC (connected-component) together. Text region indicator is established to find the text predominant confidence and candidate region through binarization process.

[14] Proposed an algorithm which detects object with text like features like homogeneity of magnitude, color, stroke, breadth, space etc.; it gives false positives more. [15] Surveyed and concluded that discovery and localization of text process is not vigorous for discovering all classes of text.

[16] Used natural language processing for recognizing text in videos where optical character recognition structure binarize the images first, and then extricate the visual features by classifier. Neural approach is used to learn for appropriate descriptors extraction and recognition of the character without binarization process. They have selected heterogeneous ConvNets configuration which consists of six hidden layers and an output layer. They have used linguistic knowledge to overcome the problem of character confusion, complexity of background, segmentation faults, and poor video quality for recognition.

[17] Proposed an algorithm which made hard to segment the text because of distortion in images, low resolution of videos. This led to poor recognition results. To overcome this, multi-scaled character symbol recognition and graphical model was proposed.

3.4 Text Recognition techniques

Text recognition is a process of identifying a text from scanned documents or images or video into a form which can be analysed and manipulated by a computer. OCR (Optical character Recognition) is the costly and speedy method for identifying the characters. Nowadays OCR engines include various neural network algorithms to study the strokes, gap between the characters from background. For each algorithm, the bright and dark along the side of a stroke gets averaged by allowing for irregularities of written ink on sheet, matches it to known characters. [19] Used OCR to verify the text after classifying text and non-text using a graphical model called CRF which depends on Markovian property.

Recent trends have transformed OCR to machine learning approach to identify the text from video. Machine learning allows creating architecture with multilayer perceptron to train the machine to categorize text and non-text. Once they are classified, machine learning techniques can be utilized for verification of text from non-text.

4. SPECIAL ISSUES

Although the papers which were reviewed till now achieved promising results, still detection of text in uncontrolled environments remains very challenging. Many have contributed methodologies towards the image-based text detection system.
Few papers were on scene text detection or natural scene detection. Relatively diminutive effort has been completed for extending these results to the visual field. For motion text, outcomes require well planned tracking procedures to assure precise text region at pixel level for registration. Analysis of Spatio-temporal for visual text discovery and/or recognition has been developed, too. Phúc focused on the issue of text detection in visuals. They have explored a diversity of approaches for training local character prototypes. They have also presented performance of detection on ICDAR 2013 visual dataset using Video Analysis and Content Extraction benchmark. They have also proposed a new metric for performance grounded on precision and recall curvatures to mensurate the performance of text recognition in visuals. They have shown the efficiency of exploiting inter-frame redundancy to eliminate false positives. This paper has extended the solution of [20, 21].

5. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

5.1 Dataset

[1] Surveyed performance of representative approaches. They have gathered frequently used datasets and recapitulated their attributes which includes text classes, sources, languages as well as training/testing samples. The MSRA, ICDAR 2011 and ICDAR 2013 datasets include graphics text in visual, web-based imageries and emails. The ICDAR 2003/05 and ICDAR 2011/13 datasets are prepared for natural scene text, text localization and character/word classification. ICDAR’13 dataset contains 28 visual sequences prepared to assess the visual scene text discovery, tracking and recognition. ICDAR-VISUAL in the ICDAR’13 Robust Reading Challenge 3 [51] presented a novel visual dataset to address the issue of text detection in visuals. This dataset contains 28 visuals, in which, 13 visuals are for training and 15 for testing. Each individual video contains captured scenes from live situations by using diverse cameras. Videos present a set of different challenges. In few videos, the quality of the imagery is worse than static imageries, due to blur, poor contrast, distortion, while visual compression might create further artefacts. The ICDAR 2013/15 datasets are prepared for text localization and end-to-end tasks. End-to-end tasks include localization of text followed by recognition of words.

YouTube Audio-visual Text YouTube Audio-visual Text (YVT) comprises of 30 videos. Each video has 15-second length, 30 fps, and HD quality 720p. Text in dataset could be distributed into dual groups, overlap text (captions, movie heading, and emblems) and natural scene text (motorway marks, commercial logos and symbols on shirt).

5.2 Performance metrics

Detection rate is a measure of performance for natural scene extraction. It is calculated as the number of detected texts divided by the number of texts for that frame. ICDAR 2003 shows precision/recall measures for retrieval system. Precision, \( p' \) is termed as ratio between the number of true estimates (TE) divided by the total number of estimates (E), \( p' = \frac{TE}{E} \). System which shows over-estimations of the number of text rectangles will acquire low precision. Recall, \( r' \) is termed as the number of true estimates (TE) divided by the total number of targets (T), \( r' = \frac{TE}{T} \). System which under-estimates the number of text rectangles will have a low recall.

\[ \text{Precision} = \frac{\text{number of true estimates}}{\text{total number of estimates}} \]

\[ \text{Recall} = \frac{\text{number of true estimates}}{\text{total number of targets}} \]

The ICDAR set has two drawbacks. First, most of the texts are horizontal. Next, all the texts exist in English.

Video Precision and Recall

Computing precision and recall for video is the challenging task compared to images. As video is a continuous motion picture, we need to track the video for accuracy in detecting the text. Tracking is a process of locating multiple texts over time. Much work has been done previously in estimating the accuracy of text detection and recognition from images but performing multi frame tracking accuracy with respect to text distortion, occlusions, blur, scale and rotation variant has become a challenging task.

Performance also depends on the number of parameters discussed by the technique to achieve the detection and recognition of text in video. Table I shows contemporary feature descriptors for spotting text in video with their advantages and disadvantages and parameters on which these are dependant for achieving tremendous performance.

6. DELIBERATION

Many traditional techniques have been explored from previous papers which have proven not efficient in detecting text from video. Also, many techniques were used to work with images and only few algorithms worked on videos. Later, computer vision, machine learning has taken tremendous lead to work for detection of video text with success rate. Mainly, MSER, SIFT and CNN took major role in detecting and recognizing the text. These three techniques are compared in the Table-I. This table also projects the dependant parameters for the above three mentioned techniques. The major idea behind our work is to alleviate the mentioned dependant parameters as much as possible, so that a novel algorithm can perform the detection and recognition process with more efficiency. SIFT and MSER use different methodologies utilize threshold values to find the stable key-points for feature detection. It is time consuming process to apply different threshold values and then analyse for stable regions. Also, as number of pixels of an image frame increases the complexity and accuracy of results will become cumbersome. These drawbacks can be overcome by either using fusion techniques followed by CNN or CNN with less numbers of parameters. Nowadays, Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) along with the CPU is utilizing to compute and accelerate deep learning process to enhance the performance of the system in analysing the voluminous data. In detection of text from video, deep learning process plays a vital role in processing speed, accuracy rate. Though, CNN uses GPU computing power, still it depends on many parameters like number of filters, receptive field and features which are
essential in modeling the system for analysis. These parameters take maximum time in pre-processing the video prior to feature extraction. Many research efforts have corroborated that fusing video text can progress video retrieval systems. Moreover, videos in web comprises of caption text and scene text, which are challenging because of their complex background and foreground attributes like distortion, illumination, orientation, skewness etc. Hence, the gigantic cumulative volume of videos in web requires real-time processing for textual recognition and retrieval.

Table I. Comparative Study of Ubiquitous Feature Descriptors in Text Spotting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptors</th>
<th>Strength</th>
<th>Weakness</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIFT</td>
<td>Scale invariant</td>
<td>High Computational cost</td>
<td>Scene and caption text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More accuracy</td>
<td>Inefficient for low powered devices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rotation invariant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High processing speed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>Less formal statistical training</td>
<td>great computational cost</td>
<td>Scene and caption text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detect non-linear relationship between dependant and independent variables</td>
<td>Proneness to overfitting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detect all possible interactions</td>
<td>Need lot of training data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Slow to train if GPU is not present</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSER+ sliding window-based method</td>
<td>Best for jpeg image</td>
<td>Not invariant with motion blur</td>
<td>Scene text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Performs well for view point change</td>
<td>Cannot handle complex text information efficiently</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scale invariant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.b. Dependant parameters of feature descriptors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptors</th>
<th>Dependant Parameters</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIFT</td>
<td>Number of pixels per key point</td>
<td>Used to eliminate noise by blurring the original imagery at the beginning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prior Smoothing</td>
<td>Distance between pixel(features) position and border, it detects the features when the distance is decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Border distance</td>
<td>Used for key-points detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Difference of Gaussians</td>
<td>To discard low-contrast key-points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grayscale Threshold</td>
<td>Used to test if key-points are located on an edge. They are not reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio of curvature</td>
<td>Orientation assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radius of Gaussian</td>
<td>Image alignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Match ratio</td>
<td>stable regions are extracted which are maximally stable at different threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>stable region is rejected if it has less than minimum area pixels and more than maximum area pixels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSER+ sliding window-based method</td>
<td>Delta value to detect maximally stable region</td>
<td>same as delta but smaller maximum variation gets less regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum area, maximum area</td>
<td>prune regions which are too similar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum variation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum diversity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>Input/output volumes</td>
<td>image constitutes a 3D structure in its entirety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Features</td>
<td>image analysis is done based on pattern obtained from input data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Filters</td>
<td>operator applied on input image to transform the information encoded in the pixels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Receptive Field</td>
<td>pixels are fully connected to the NN’s input layer size is adjusted to our requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zero-padding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. CONCLUSION

This paper highlights the extensive survey on text detection from video. We have investigated numerous works and analysed techniques are exploited for text spotting. The procedure involved in text spotting can be divided into a) detection b) tracking c) segmentation d) extraction and e) recognition. There are many algorithms are available to detect and recognize the text from video. However, there is no unique method to satisfy scene text, caption text and both caption and scene text. Although, many algorithms have referred and implemented to resolve the issue of detection and recognition of text, there is no efficient system yet for users. Earlier OCR was used to recognize the text. However, it is not appropriate to imageries and video. To apply in real time applications, we need to work with more efficient methods by make use of machine learning, hybrid techniques, fuzzy logic [23] etc. Also, this paper describes the datasets and performance.
metrics used by different authors. This paper mainly conveys refined procedures to classify, analyse and review these algorithms, and discuss the future work to be done.
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